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Make the Case for your Farmers Market
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 To potential vendors
 To neighboring businesses

 To local officials
 To potential funders

Where do you get information to make your case?
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 Some comes from those doing the selling
 Morgantown Farmers Market rules state:
9. Gross vendor sales must be reported on a weekly
basis. Sales should be reported accurately. Inaccurate or
fraudulent reporting jeopardizes the future of the
Morgantown Farmers Market and the individual success of
every farmer and producer at the market. Failure to remit
accurate, weekly market sales may result in fines to the
vendor and a vendor may be suspended from the
Morgantown Farmers Market. Fines will be as follows: first
offense $10, second offense $25, and third offense
suspension from the Market for the rest of the season.
http://morgantownfarmers.org/files/2012_Market_Rules_of_MFM_FINAL.pdf

Morgantown Farmers Market
Total Sales over Market Season
$407,334
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Morgantown Farmers Market
Average Sales per Week
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Morgantown Farmers Market
Sales and Vendor Numbers
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 Average sales per vendor per week
 2006: $227
 2007: $338
 2008: $441
 2009: $450
 2010: $539
 2011: $625

 Average number of vendors
 2006-2008: 20
 2009: 26
 2010: 23
 2011: 24

Morgantown Farmers Market
Sales by Categories
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 2011 sales by product category
 Vegetables:

$172,960
 Value-added Items: $96,289
 Meat: $64,653
 Greenhouse: $27,530
 Fruit & Nuts: $27,373
 Eggs: $10,563
 Honey: $7,966
 Coupons/vouchers used: $420
 WIC used $412

What about number of customers?
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 Follow Tools For Rapid Market Assessment by Lev,

Brewer, Stephenson (2008)
 Low: generally near the end of the market season
 High: usually in August at the peak of the season
 Total Morgantown Farmers Market customer counts
for the season:
2010: 53,695
 2011: 59,013
 2012: 62,862
(for 17 weeks)


Impacts of farmers markets on nearby businesses
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 Lev, Brewer, and Stephenson (2003) customer counts

and shopper surveys at Oregon farmers markets


Total same-trip spending at businesses near the market
from $4,400 to $38,400

 Myers (2004) survey of customers and vendors at 3

Howard county, Maryland farmers markets


Impact of $965,388 on nearby
businesses based on average
consumer-reported expenditures
of $75.99 to $116.29

How do you get that information?
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Morgantown
Farmers
Market
Dot Surveys
(2009)

Morgantown Farmers Market
Dot Surveys (2009)
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 Has shopping at the farmers market caused you to

shop at neighboring businesses and restaurants
more often?




Early shoppers
Yes 31%
Mid-morning shoppers Yes 42%
Late shoppers
Yes 54%

 Overall

Yes 40%

No 60%

No 69%
No 58%
No 46%

(n=132)

Morgantown Farmers Market
Dot Surveys (2009)
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 Do you do additional shopping and eating when

downtown for the market?


Yes 41%

No 59%

(n=131)

 If yes, how much do you usually spend?
 30%
$1-10
 32%
$11-20
 15%
$21-30
 15%
$31-40
 8%
$41 or more
 When broken down by time period, less spent by earlier
shoppers (43% of customers) compared to mid (33%) or
later shoppers (24%) probably due to when downtown
businesses open

Economic Impact on Downtown Morgantown
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 Based on early, mid and late response times and

corresponding customer counts
 Range of expenditures from low to high in each
category ($50 for upper limit)
 Same day (September 5): $9,364 to $15,527
 Same behavior all season: $249,418 to $411,581

Regional Economic Impact of
Morgantown Farmers Market
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 Based on 2009 sales of $324,563
 Additional direct and indirect impacts $449,496*
 Additional direct and indirect impacts assuming

farmers market expenditures replace an equal
amount of grocery store expenditures: $202,273

(*WV multiplier used in Hughes et al. 2008)

Regional Economic of a Smaller Market
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 Based on 2009 sales of $25,000
 Additional direct and indirect impacts $59,623*
 Additional direct and indirect impacts assuming

farmers market expenditures replace an equal
amount of grocery store expenditures: $40,580

(*WV multiplier used in Hughes et al. 2008)

Morgantown Farmers Market Impacts
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 Appears to help downtown businesses
 But highest percentage of shoppers come early when many
businesses are not yet open
 Additional direct and secondary economic impacts

spread over West Virginia, Pennsylvania and western
Maryland

Statewide economic impact of farmers markets
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 2005 survey of WV farmers markets vendors reported

$1.725 million in sales


Take into account loss to grocery stores due to farmers market
purchases

 Farmers markets had an additional direct and

indirect impact of $1.1 million on West Virginia’s
economy
 Farmers markets produced an additional 43 FTE jobs

Hughes, Brown, Miller and McConnell “Evaluating the Economic
Impact of Farmers’ Markets in an Opportunity Cost Framework: A
West Virginia Example.” Journal of Agricultural and Applied
Economics April 2008.

Conclusion
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 Making the case for your farmers market

requires gathering evidence
 Use tested procedures to gather accurate
information
 Would be great to update statewide impact
of farmers markets with data generated by
all markets in the state

